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Abstract

In a nanowire (NW) of a three-dimensional topological insulator (TI), the quantum-

confinement of topological surface states leads to a peculiar subband structure that is

useful for generating Majorana bound states. Top-down fabrication of TINWs from a

high-quality thin film would be a scalable technology with great design flexibility, but

there has been no report on top-down-fabricated TINWs where the chemical potential

can be tuned to the charge neutrality point (CNP). Here we present a top-down fab-

rication process for bulk-insulating TINWs etched from high-quality (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3

thin films without degradation. We show that the chemical potential can be gate-tuned

to the CNP and the resistance of the NW presents characteristic oscillations as func-

tions of the gate voltage and the parallel magnetic field, manifesting the TI-subband
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physics. We further demonstrate the superconducting proximity effect in these TINWs,

preparing the groundwork for future devices to investigate Majorana bound states.

In the two-dimensional (2D) Dirac surface states of a three-dimensional (3D) topological

insulator (TI), the electron spin axis is dictated by the momentum of the electron, a property

called spin-momentum locking.1 This feature is useful not only for spintronics2 but also for

generating non-Abelian Majorana bound states3 by using the superconducting (SC) proxim-

ity effect,4 which may open the door for fault-tolerant topological quantum computing.5 For

the creation of Majorana bound states, reducing the dimensions of a 3D TI into a nanowire

(NW) is useful.6 The quantum confinement of the 2D surface states into a NW leads to the

appearance of a series of one-dimensional (1D) subbands, offering an interesting platform for

various quantum devices.2 To utilize the unique characteristics of these subbands for quan-

tum devices, it is often important to tune the chemical potential to the charge neutrality

point (CNP) of the Dirac dispersion.7–9 This means that a TINW should be bulk-insulating

to become useful.

In the past, TINWs have been fabricated by various techniques: Vapour-Liquid-Solid

(VLS) growth,10–14 exfoliation of a bulk single crystal,15,16 sandwiching between different

materials,17 selective-area-growth (SAG),18,19 and top-down etching of a 2D film.20,21 Among

them, the SAG and top-down etching techniques offer a large design flexibility, including

the possibility to fabricate curved or branched NWs and NW-circuits, and hence they are

particularly appealing as the NW-fabrication techniques for quantum devices. However,

there has been no report of a successful tuning of the chemical potential to the CNP in

NWs fabricated with these methods. In the case of SAG, it is difficult to selectively grow

a TI material, for example (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 (BST),22 in the bulk-insulating composition,18,19

while the top-down etching has been applied only to the TI material HgTe,20,21 in which

the CNP is buried in the bulk valence band. In this paper, we report successful fabrication

of bulk-insulating TINWs with a top-down etching of BST thin films, and we show that

the chemical potential in such NWs can successfully be tuned to the CNP by electrostatic
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gating. We further demonstrate that these NWs exhibit the peculiar TI-subband physics

and can be used for superconducting devices to search for Majorana bound states.

The etched TINW devices have been prepared from bulk-insulating (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 (BST)

thin films grown by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE), because BST films are suitable for

surface-transport studies.22–28 Since air-exposure and heating tend to alter the properties

of BST,29–31 our films are ex-situ capped with Al2O3 in an atomic-layer-deposition (ALD)

machine immediately after the growth (the film is briefly exposed to air during the transfer)

and the process temperatures during the device fabrication are limited to 6 120 ◦C.

Figure 1a shows a schematic of our top-down fabrication process. After the patterning

with electron-beam (EB) lithography, dry-etching with Ar plasma is performed first to re-

move unnecessary parts of the BST/Al2O3 film. Subsequently, a chemical wet-etching with

diluted H2O2/H2SO4 is carried out to remove damaged edges of the remaining BST to obtain

NWs with a smooth edge. Next, the contact areas are exposed by employing EB lithography

and removing the Al2O3 capping layer in heated Transene Type-D etchant; the exposed BST

surface is then cleaned in diluted HCl and further by low-power Ar plasma in the metalliza-

tion machine. The electrodes (either Pt/Au or Nb) are sputter-deposited in UHV. For our

top-gate devices, we deposited a 50-nm-thick Al2O3-dielectric in the ALD machine and then

fabricated the top-gate electrode with Pt/Au. Further details are described in the Methods

section.

An atomic-force-microscopy (AFM) image of the surface of a typical pristine BST thin

film used in our work is shown in Figure 1b. The well-developed terraces with the step

height of ∼1 nm are a signature of high-quality epitaxial growth. As shown in Figure 1c,

etched NWs can have arbitrary channel lengths with only small fluctuations in the width;

the NW pictured here had the width w ' 120 ± 20 nm and the thickness t ' 15 ± 2 nm.

With such dimensions, the quasi-1D subbands in the NW have an energy spacing of several

meV.2,13,32 Figure 1d showcases that this approach allows to fabricate advanced geometries

and arbitrary complex networks of bulk-insulting TINWs.
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Figure 1: a, Schematics of the fabrication process: an MBE-grown BST thin film capped

with Al2O3 is patterned with EB lithography and physically etched with Ar plasma into

nanoribbons; consecutive chemical wet-etching is carried out to obtain NWs with a smooth

edge; after ex- and in-situ contact cleaning, Pt/Au or Nb electrodes are sputter-deposited.

Some devices are encapsulated by an Al2O3 dielectric and a Pt/Au top gate is fabricated. b,

AFM image of the surface of a BST grown on sapphire with characteristic quintuple-layer

terrace steps. Scale bar 1 µm. c, SEM image of a long NW with a width of 120 ± 20 nm and

a thickness of 15 ± 2 nm. Scale bar 1 µm. d, SEM image of a NW-network. Scale bar 10 µm.

e, VG-dependence of the sheet resistance R� at 2 K of a 500-nm-wide Hall bar prepared with

the aforementioned fabrication process. f, B-dependencies of Ryx of the same Hall bar at

different VG values that are color-highlighted in panel e; inset shows the carrier density nHall

calculated from the Hall coefficient, with which a mobility of ∼600 cm2/Vs can be estimated,

confirming the absence of degradation in the fabrication process. g, VG-dependence of the

four-terminal resistance R in Device 1 measured between contacts 4–5 (see Supplementary

Figure S4) at 7.2 K. Thin red lines show the results of 10 uni-directional VG-sweeps and the

thick black line shows their average. Inset shows the R(VG) behavior near the CNP; dashed

vertical lines mark the peak positions expected from theory (blue line) for a gate capacitance

CG = 55 pF obtained from a simple electrostatic model.

To characterize the properties of the BST film after the NW-fabrication process, we fab-

ricated a relatively wide “ribbon” with a width w = 500 nm, for which the Hall measurement
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is possible (note, in contrast, the Hall voltage would not appear in a strictly 1D system, and

hence the interpretation of the Hall measurement is difficult in a quasi-1D system). The

sheet-resistance R� of such a ribbon sample at 2 K is shown in Figure 1e as a function of the

gate voltage VG, and Figure 1f shows the magnetic-field dependence of the Hall resistance

Ryx of this ribbon sample for three VG values. The peak in R�(VG) corroborated with a sign

change in Ryx gives clear evidence for the CNP-crossing and the bulk-insulating nature of

the ribbon after the NW-fabrication process. The R� and Ryx data for VG = 0 V give the

hole density p = 1.8× 1012 cm−2 and the mobility µ = 600 cm2/Vs, which are close to the

values of the pristine material (Supplementary Figure S2). These results demonstrate that

our NW-fabrication process causes little degradation in bulk-insulating BST.

Once the width of the ribbon is reduced to the “nanowire” regime, which is typically

realized for w . 250 nm, the subband physics starts to show up.2,13 One characteristic

feature is the VG-dependent oscillation of the NW resistance R. Such a behavior observed in

a w ' 150 nm NW (the device picture is shown in Supplementary Figure S4) is presented in

Figure 1g, where thin red lines show the results of 10 uni-directional VG-sweeps and the thick

black line shows their average. One can see that the pattern of the oscillations is disordered

but is essentially reproducible. As shown in the inset of Figure 1g for a smaller VG range

near the CNP, reproducible maxima and minima with a characteristic quadratic spacing

can be identified. This feature has been elucidated in VLS-grown NWs13 to stem from the

regular change in the density of states that occurs when the chemical potential crosses the

edge of the quantum-confined subbands. The expected positions of the maxima in R(VG)

can be calculated by using the gate capacitance CG = 55 pF/m estimated from a simple

electrostatic model (see Supporting Information), and the theoretically expected positions

are in reasonable agreement with the experimentally observed peaks near the CNP. For this

NW, we have also estimated the mobility µ from the R(VG) data and found no evidence for

degradation (see Supporting Information).

It is well known10–12,15,19,20,33,34 that the quantum-confined subbands in TINWs also give
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Figure 2: a, Color mapping of the resistance change ∆R in Device 1 at 2.4 K as a function

of VG and the parallel magnetic field B, presenting occasional π-phase shifts in the AB

oscillations. Lower panel shows the R(VG) behavior at B = 0 in the same VG range, with

dashed lines indicating the positions of individual magnetic-field sweeps. b, AB oscillations

at various temperatures from 0.3 to 8.3 K measured near the CNP at VG = 3.46 V. c, Fourier

transform (FT) of the ∆R(B) data shown in b. Dotted vertical lines indicate the frequencies

corresponding to Φ0 = h/e and Φ0/2. d, Exponential decay of the FT amplitude Amax with

T obtained from the data in c.

rise to oscillations of R in parallel magnetic fields with the period of the flux quantum

Φ0 = h/e. This phenomenon is called Aharonov-Bohm (AB) oscillations, because it stems

from the AB phase affecting the quantized angular momentum of the subbands.35,36 Since

the application of VG leads to oscillations in R as well, the AB oscillations in TINWs are

known to present VG-dependent π-phase shifts.12,15,34,37 To observe this interplay between

VG and B, we applied a magnetic field B parallel to the NW at various VG values changed

with small steps, and traced the dependence of R on B and VG. Figure 2a (upper panel)

shows a color mapping of ∆R in the plane of B vs VG, where ∆R ≡ R(B) − f(B) with

f(B) a smooth background; the lower panel presents the R(VG) behavior at B = 0 T for the

same gating range, showing that several subband crossings are occurring in this VG range.

Although the periodicity in B is often distorted in Figure 2a, the approximate period of

the B-dependent oscillations, ∼1.3 T, is consistent with Φ0 for the cross-section of this NW
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(150 × 30 nm2). One can see that sudden π-phase shifts occur at several VG values, and

the occurrence of the sudden phase shifts seen in the upper panel is roughly correlated with

the peak-dip features in the lower panel (see Supplementary Figure S6 for additional plots).

Ideally, a regular checker-board pattern (Supplementary Figure S5) is expected in the plane

of B vs VG; however, experimentally the pattern is always distorted12,15,20,34 which may stem

from orbital effects, subband splitting due to gating,9 or disorder.37

In our NW, the decay of the AB oscillations with increasing temperature is exponen-

tial12,34,38 rather than a power law,10 suggesting an approximate phase coherence around

the perimeter of the NW.12,34,38 Figure 2b shows ∆R(B) measured in the temperature range

of 0.3–8.3 K near CNP at VG = 3.46 V, and the Fourier transform (FT) of these data are

shown in Figure 2c. One can see that the dominant oscillation frequency corresponds to the

AB oscillations with the period Φ0 = h/e, and the Altshuler-Aronov-Spivak (AAS) oscilla-

tions39 with period h/2e is essentially absent,10 which is typical for a short TINW.34 Figure

2d demonstrates that the decay of the maximum FT amplitude Amax with temperature is

well described by an exponential behavior, Amax ∼ exp(−bT ), which has been interpreted to

originate from the disorder-induced thermal length LT that changes as ∼ T−1.38 By putting

exp(−bT ) = exp(Lp/LT ) with Lp the perimeter length (= 360 nm in the present NW), b

= 0.68 K−1 obtained in our analysis corresponds to LT ≈ 0.53 µm at 1 K, which is shorter

than that in VLS-grown TINWs.12,34,38

To see if our top-down fabricated TINWs can be a viable platform to search for Majorana

bound states,6,7 we have fabricated Josephson junctions (JJs) consisting of Nb electrodes

contacting the NW with a small separation (< 100 nm). To ensure bulk-insulation in the NW,

BST films with a particularly low carrier concentration were chosen for the NW-fabrication

(Supplementary Figures S7 and S8). The JJ devices, schematically depicted in Figure 3a,

are measured in a quasi-four-terminal configuration and can be exposed to rf radiation to

study their Shapiro response.

Figure 3b shows that in our Junction 1, which had a w = 400 nm TI ribbon (see the
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Figure 3: a, Schematics of the measurements of our TI-based JJ. b, Differential resistance

dV /dI as a function of dc current Idc at various temperatures for Junction 1 made on a

400-nm-wide TI ribbon. c, Color mapping of dV /dI in the Idc-vs-B plane for Junction 1 at

20 mK, presenting a Fraunhofer pattern; dashed black line shows the theoretically expected

pattern for a conventional junction. Inset shows a false-color SEM-image of Junction 1 with

TI (red) and Nb (yellow) on sapphire. d, Similar mapping of dV /dI in the Idc-vs-B plane

for Junction 2 made on a 80-nm-wide TINW, showing the absence of a Fraunhofer pattern.

Inset shows a false-color SEM-image of Junction 2. Scale bars indicate 500 nm.

SEM-image in Figure 3c inset), a well-developed critical current Ic is observed at 20 mK

but Ic diminishes at ∼1 K, and at 1.8 K there is almost no sign of superconductivity. The

temperature dependence of Ic allows for an estimate of the interface transparency of the

JJ, as was done in similar JJs,17,40 which gives a relatively low transparency T of ∼0.5

(see Supporting Information). A different method of estimating the interface transparency

based on the excess current observed in the I-V curve41 also gives T ≈ 0.5 (see Supporting

Information). Hence, there is room for improving the JJ properties by preparing a more

transparent interface, which we leave for future works.

When a perpendicular magnetic field B is applied to a usual JJ, the creation of Josephson

vortices in the junction leads to the appearance of a Fraunhofer pattern in the B-dependence

of Ic.
42 Hence, the Fraunhofer pattern is an indication of the phase winding along the width

of the junction, which is not expected when the JJ is formed on a NW having no degree of

freedom along the width of the junction. Indeed, whereas the Junction 1 made on a 400-nm-

wide ribbon shows a Fraunhofer pattern (Figure 3c), the Junction 2 made on a 80-nm-wide

NW just presents a monotonic decay of Ic with B (Figure 3d). To the best of our knowledge,

our Junction 2 is the first successful JJ made on a TINW having such a narrow width of 80
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Figure 4: Color mappings of the differential conductance dI/dV at 20 mK in 0 T as a

function of rf power P and dc bias Vdc to visualize the Shapiro steps. The data on Junction

1 (w = 400 nm) for f = 2.25 GHz and 4 GHz are shown in a and b, respectively; the n =

1 Shapiro step is missing in a, while it is present in b. The data on Junction 3 (w = 250

nm) at f = 3.5 GHz is shown in c, where the n = 1 Shapiro step is visible. The data on

Junction 2 (w = 80 nm) at f = 1.8 GHz is shown in d, where no Shapiro step is visible.

nm. For Junction 1, the effective area Aeff = 2.3 × 1013 m2 indicated by the periodicity of

the Fraunhofer pattern (9 mT) is consistent with the geometrical area considering the flux

focusing effect.43,44

We have also studied the behavior of the Shapiro steps in our JJs under rf irradiation.

Figure 4 shows color mappings of the differential conductance dI/dV measured in three JJs

as a function of the rf power P and the applied dc bias Vdc normalized by hf
2e

with f the

rf frequency; in this type of plots, the horizontal lines appearing at Vdc = nhf
2e

correspond

to Shapiro steps with index n. Figures 4a and 4b show the Shapiro response of Junction 1

(made on a 400-nm-wide TI ribbon) at 20 mK for 2.25 and 4 GHz, respectively. The 2.25-GHz
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data lack the n = 1 step, while the 4-GHz data present all integer steps. At an intermediate

frequency of 3 GHz, the 1st Shapiro step was partially observed (Supplementary Figure S11).

The missing 1st Shapiro step has been reported before for TI-based JJs21,40,44–48 and was

interpreted to be possible evidence for Majorana bound states which endow 4π-periodicity

to the JJ.49 However, the Shapiro response alone can never give conclusive evidence for

Majorana bound states because other mechanisms of nontopological origin can also cause

the 1st Shapiro step to become missing.21,50–52 Hence, our observation just demonstrates

that our top-down fabrication process does not adversely affect the SC proximity effect in

TIs and can be useful for future studies of Majorana bound states.

If one interprets the missing 1st Shapiro step to be due to a 4π-periodic component

in the Josephson response,53 the characteristic crossover frequency f4π for the appearance

of the 1st Shapiro step can be linked to the amplitude of the 4π-periodic current I4π via

f4π = 2eRNI4π/h with RN the normal-state resistance of the junction.45 For our Junction 1,

we infer f4π ≈ 3 GHz, which gives I4π ≈ 26 nA and I4π/Ic ≈ 0.36.

Of particular interest is how such a Shapiro response changes when the TI-part is nar-

rowed into the NW regime,21,44,54,55 but our Shapiro-measurement setup was not good enough

for this purpose. For our Junction 3 (w = 250 nm), 3.5 GHz was the lowest f at which we

could observe Shapiro steps, and the n = 1 step was present (Figure 4c). In Junction 2

which had the narrowest NW (w = 80 nm), we detected no Shapiro response at any fre-

quency (Figure 4d). This result tells us that the electromagnetic coupling between the TINW

and the microwave antenna should be improved, which is beyond the scope of this study.

Once a stronger coupling is achieved, it would be interesting to clarify the effect of parallel

magnetic fields on the TINW-based JJ to detect the possible generation of Majorana bound

states.6,21 Trying to detect the microwave emission from a voltage-biased JJ56,57 would also

be a promising future direction for proximitized TINWs.

In conclusion, we established a top-down fabrication process for bulk-insulating TINWs

that are etched from MBE-grown (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 thin films while maintaining the pristine
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material’s properties. In normal-state transport experiments, characteristic resistance oscil-

lations as a function of both gate voltage and parallel magnetic field are observed, giving

evidence that the characteristic TI-subband physics manifests itself in our NWs. We further

demonstrate that it is possible to study the superconducting proximity effect in these TINWs

by fabricating Josephson junctions with ex-situ prepared Nb contacts, providing the founda-

tion for future devices to investigate Majorana bound states. The process established here

is based on widely available clean-room technologies, benefits from the well-controlled prop-

erties of high-quality MBE-grown thin films, and enables flexible design of NW geometries.

Hence, the results presented here will widen the opportunities for research using mesoscopic

topological devices.

Methods

Material growth and device fabrication

The (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 thin films were grown on sapphire (0001) substrates by co-evaporation

of high-purity Bi, Sb, and Te in an ultra-high-vacuum MBE chamber. The flux of Bi and

Sb was optimized to obtain the most bulk-insulating films which was achieved with a ratio

of 1:6.8. The average thicknesses of the thin films, measured with AFM, were nominally in

the range of 15–30 nm. Within minutes after taking the films out of the MBE chamber,

they were capped with a 3-nm-thick Al2O3 layer grown by atomic layer deposition (ALD)

at 80 oC using a Ultratec Savannah S200. The carrier density and the mobility of the

pristine films were extracted from Hall measurements performed at 2 K using a Quantum

Design PPMS. Gate-tunable multi-terminal NW devices were fabricated using the top-down

process, the outline of which was described in the main text. After defining the nanowire

shape with EB lithography, the film was first dry-etched using low-power Ar plasma. This

process can degrade the TI-side-surfaces and can leave residual hard-to-remove resist patches

behind. Therefore, a (H2SO4:H2O2):H2O (1:3):8 aqueous solution was used to remove the
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residual resist as well as the damaged material from the sidewalls of the NWs. To ensure a

more controlled etch, the etchant and DI water were cooled to ∼8 ◦C. A second step of EB

lithography was employed to form two kinds of contacts. Normal-state measurements were

made with metal contacts that connect to the remaining BST-leads next to the NW to have

an enlarged contact area and to avoid unintentional contact-doping in the NW. On the other

hand, superconducting contacts were placed in a regular Josephson junction layout directly

on top of the NW. In the contact areas, the Al2O3 capping layer was removed by aluminum

etchant (Transene Type-D) heated to 50 ◦ C. After ex-situ and in-situ contact cleaning

in diluted HCl:H2O (1:10) and low-power Ar-plasma in the sputtering machine just before

metallization, 5/45 nm Pt/Au contacts or 45/5 nm Nb/Au contacts were deposited by UHV-

sputtering. Non-superconducting devices were capped with a 50-nm-thick Al2O3 dielectric

grown by ALD at 80 ◦C, after which a 5/40 nm Pt/Au top gate was sputter-deposited. In

devices with superconducting contacts, the quality of the induced gap was very sensitive

to the interface conditions, and for that reason, all the steps between the removal of the

Al2O3 capping layer and the contact deposition were carried out in a N2-atmosphere using

a Sigma-Aldrich Atmosbag to minimize oxide formation from exposure to air.31 The final

dimensions of the devices were determined with scanning electron microscopy.

Transport measurements

Non-superconducting transport measurements were performed in a 3He cryostat (Oxford

Instrument Heliox VL), a system that can be operated in a temperature range from 0.25 K

to ∼30 K and in magnetic fields up to 13 T. A top-mounted RC-filter box is used to reduce

the electromagnetic noise. Superconducting transport measurements are carried out in a

dry dilution refrigerator (Oxford Instruments TRITON 300) equipped with a 3-axis vector

magnet. In this system, low temperature electronic filtering includes microwave filters, low-

pass resistor-capacitor filters and copper-powder filters to reduce electron heating by high-

frequency noise. Voltages were measured in a standard four-terminal configuration with a
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low-frequency lock-in technique with ∼13.37 Hz using lock-in amplifiers (NF Corporation

LI5645, Stanford Research Systems SR530 and SR830). To apply dc gate voltages or dc

bias currents, a Keithley 2450 in combination with a 1-GΩ resistor was used. For dV/dI

measurements, a small ac bias current was generated by using the output voltage of a lock-in

amplifier in combination with a 10-MΩ resistor and added on top of a larger dc current bias.

The resulting differential voltage is measured with a lock-in technique.
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1 Properties of BST before and after the NW-fabrication process
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Figure S1: a, Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance R� of the 500-nm-wide

Hall-bar device discussed in the main text.
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Figure S1 shows the four-terminal sheet resistance R� as a function of temperature T in
the 500-nm-wide Hall-bar device discussed in the main text (Figs. 1e and 1f), showing the
behavior typical for bulk-insulating (Bi1−xSbx)2Te3 (BST) thin films.1,2

Figure S2a shows the R�(T ) behavior of the pristine BST thin film used for this Hall-bar
device, and Fig. S2b shows the Hall resistance Ryx of this film as a function of the magnetic
field B, which gives an electron density n2D = 4.7×1012 cm−2. From these data, we extract
the mobility µ = 515 cm2/Vs for the pristine film. This mobility is close to that obtained
for the Hall-bar device (600 cm2/Vs) after carrying out the fabrication process, indicating
that there is essentially no degradation in material’s quality.
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Figure S2: a, Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance R� of the pristine BST film

used for the 500-nm-wide Hall-bar device discussed in the main text. b, Hall resistance Ryx

as a function of magnetic field B of the same thin film.
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Figure S3: Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance R� of the pristine BST film

used for the gate-tunable Device 1 used for Fig. 1g and Fig. 2 of the main text. b, Hall

resistance Ryx as a function of magnetic field B of the same thin film.

Figures S3a and S3b show the R�(T ) behavior and the Ryx(B) behavior, respectively,
of the pristine BST thin film used for the gate-tunable nanowire (NW) Device 1 before
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fabrication. These data indicate that the pristine film was a typical bulk-insulating BST
film with n2D = 7.7×1012 cm−2 and µ = 370 cm2/Vs.

Note that the chemical potential tends to shift slightly towards the hole-doped side after
the fabrication process, resulting in the 500-nm-wide Hall-bar device and the NW Device 1
to become p-type after the fabrication compared to the initially n-type pristine films.

2 Gate-tunable nanowire device image and wiring

Figure S4 shows a false-colour scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of gate-tunable
Device 1 together with an electric circuit diagram indicating the four-terminal measurement
configuration. In this device, a NW with width w ≈ 150 nm (red) fabricated from a 30-
nm-thick BST thin film and capped with Al2O3 is connected via Pt/Au leads (dark yellow)
to the measurement circuit. A Pt/Au top-gate electrode (green) on top of the transport
channel is used to vary the chemical potential. The resistance of the nanowire was measured
between the voltage contact pair 4–5, while the current was set to flow from contact 1 to 7.
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Figure S4: False-colour SEM image of Device 1 with schematics of the electrical wiring.

The Pt/Au leads are colored in dark yellow, the TINW in red, and the top-gate electrode in

green. The four-terminal resistance of the NW was measured between the voltage contact

pair 4–5. Scale-bar is 5 µm.

3 Gate-voltage dependent resistance oscillations in TINW

In TINWs, the resistance oscillates as a function of the gate voltage (VG) due to the subband
structure (see Fig. S5b);3 the positions of the minima and maxima relative to the charge-
neutrality point (CNP) are set by the perimeter length LP and the capacitance of the device,
C, as discussed in detail in a previous work.3 The spacing of the VG-dependent oscillations
is most sensitive to C. This C can be reasonably estimated, thanks to the simple slab-like
geometry of the thin-film based devices. By using an electrostatic model for our geometry
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— including the dielectric environment — and solving the Laplace equation using the finite
element method (in which we make a simple assumption that the NW can be modeled as a
perfect metal and that the effects of the quantum capacitance can be neglected3), we obtain
a capacitance C ≈ 55 pF/m for the parameters of Device 1. This estimated capacitance and
the dimensions of the device are used for calculating the expected positions of the resistance
peaks (vertical dashed lines) and the theoretically expected oscillations in R(VG) (solid blue
lines) shown in the inset of the main-text Fig. 1g. Note that the peak positions depend
on the charge density n ∝ (EF )2, such that the spacing of the VG-dependent oscillations
is approximately quadratic in the voltage difference from the location of the CNP. In the
main-text Fig. 1g, despite the variations in LP and additional uncertainty in the capacitance,
the locations of observed resistance peaks correspond well with the theoretically expected
positions, especially for small subband indices `.

4 Estimation of the mobility µ in nanowires

Since the Hall resistivity cannot be measured on a NW, we tried to estimate the mobility in
a NW based on the R(VG) behavior. Note that the total two-dimensional carrier density in a

TI thin film due to the surface states is approximately given by n2D(kF ) ≈ 2 · 1
(2π)2
·πk2F =

k2F
2π

,
where kF is the Fermi wave vector on the Dirac cone. From the known band structure of
BST,1 we know that kF ≈ 0.06 Å−1 when the chemical potential is just touching the top of
the bulk valence band (BVB). The corresponding hole density in this situation (which we
call the threshold hole density p2D,th) is about 6× 10−12 cm−2.

Experimentally, when the chemical potential touches the BVB, the rate of change in
R with respect to VG becomes weaker; this situation corresponds to the region where the
slope of R(VG) starts to flatten after rapidly decreasing with the sweep of VG to the negative
direction. In high-quality BST thin films, a sheet resistanceR� of 2–4 kΩ is typically observed
in this region,1,2,4 which is also the case in our Hall-bar device (see Fig. 1e of the main text);
namely, the Hall measurement in our Hall-bar device gives p2D ≈ 6 × 10−12 cm−2 at VG =
−10 V where R�= 3.85 kΩ was observed. From R�= 2–4 kΩ and p2D,th ≈ 6 × 10−12cm−2,
one obtains the mobility µ ' 250–500 cm2/Vs, which is actually the typical surface-state
mobility of a high-quality BST film.1,2,4

Based on this knowledge, we tried to make a rough estimate of µ from the R(VG) data of
the NW shown in Fig. 1g of the main text, where a flattening of the R(VG) behavior occurs
below VG ' −5 V. With w ≈ 150 nm, L ≈ 650 nm, and R ≈ 5.5 kΩ at VG = −5 V, we
obtain R� ≈ 1.3 kΩ, which gives µ ≈ 780 cm2/Vs if p2D,th ≈ 6 × 10−12cm−2 is assumed as
the carrier density. This result suggests that at least no obvious degradation is caused in
the process of NW fabrication.

5 π-phase shift in the Aharonov-Bohm oscillations

The subband structure formed in TINWs due to the quantum confinement causes the density
of states to oscillate strongly with energy or with the axial magnetic flux, which manifests
itself in terms of resistance oscillations when EF or B is swept.5,6 In our experiment, both
resistance oscillations as a function of VG (see main-text Fig. 1g) and the Aharonov-Bohm
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ba

Figure S5: a, Schematic of the quantized subbands formed in a TINW for the axial mag-

netic flux Φ of 0, Φ0/4, and Φ0/2. Red lines indicate the gapless spin-non-degenerate 1D

mode. Dashed horizontal lines mark characteristic positions of EF relevant for a peak in

the resistance oscillations. b, Color mapping of the normalized change in the resistivity,

∆ρ/∆ρmax, expected from theoretical calculations as a function of both axial magnetic flux

Φ (normalized by Φ0) and the carrier density nden near the CNP (normalized by the value n0

at the edge of the first subband). The latter is controlled by gating. White vertical dotted

lines denote the three positions of EF marked in panel a. At a fixed EF , ∆ρ oscillates with

Φ and the oscillation phase shifts depending on nden, causing a checker-board-like pattern.

(AB) oscillations as a function of B (see main-text Fig. 2) were observed. In both cases, the
oscillations are mainly the result of the increased scattering rate that arises at the edge of
each subband (see Fig. S5a). A characteristic feature of the AB oscillations in TINWs is a
π-phase shift in the oscillations that occurs as EF is changed6 (see Fig. S5b).

Owing to the bulk-insulating nature and the gate-tunability of our devices, we were able
to investigate the occurrence of such a π-phase shift in the AB oscillations close to the CNP
and with respect to features in R(VG). Figure S6 shows the change in resistance ∆R plotted
vs the threading magnetic flux Φ (in units of the flux quantum Φ0 = h/e) close to CNP at
selected VG positions (see inset showing the R(VG) data in the relevant VG range). One can
recognize π-phase shifts in the oscillations plotted here, although the phase shift is sometimes
smeared due to irregularities. Interestingly, the phase shift is not observed when the CNP
(which is located at VG = 3.41 V) is crossed, which is a theoretically expected behavior,7,8

as one can see in Fig. S5b.
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Figure S6: a, Resistance change ∆R as a function of magnetic flux Φ (in units of the flux

quantum Φ0) at selected VG positions showing π-phase shifts in the oscillations. Inset shows

the positions of the selected VG values in relation to the R(VG) behavior near the CNP.

6 Properties of the pristine BST films used for the Josephson
junction devices

Figures S7a and S7b show the R�(T ) behavior and the Ryx(B) behavior, respectively, of the
pristine BST thin film used for the Josephson junction 1 before fabrication. A linear fit to
Ryx(B) gives an apparent carrier density of 1.2×1013 cm−2, but this large value is an artifact
of the cancellation of the electron and hole carriers on the two surfaces to give a small Ryx,
which is often observed when the chemical potential is very close the CNP.
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Figure S7: a, Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance R� of the pristine BST film

used for the Josephson junction 1, whose results are shown in Figs. 3b, 3c, 4a, and 4b of the

main text. b, Hall resistance Ryx as a function of magnetic field B of the same thin film.
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Figure S8: a, Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance R� of the pristine BST film

used for the Josephson Junctions 2 and 3 used for Figs. 3d, 4c, and 4d of the main text. b,

Hall resistance Ryx as a function of magnetic field B of the same thin film.

Figures S8a and S8b shows the R�(T ) behavior and the Ryx(B) behavior, respectively,
of the pristine BST thin film used for the Josephson junction 2 and 3 before fabrication.
These data indicate that the pristine film was a typical bulk-insulating BST film with n2D

= 1.8×1012 cm−2 and µ ≈ 600 cm2/Vs.

7 Temperature dependence of the critical current in Junction 1

Figure S9 shows the temperature dependence of the critical current Ic in Junction 1 (w =
400 nm). Here, Ic was defined as the Idc value at which the junction resistance reaches 10%
of its normal-state resistance RN . Following the analysis of similar TI-based junctions,9 we
fit the Ic(T ) data to the theoretical formula given by Galaktionov and Zaikin,10 and the fit
yields the interface transparency T ≈ 0.5.

Figure S9: Temperature dependence of Ic in Junction 1 obtained from dV /dI vs Idc at

various temperatures up to 0.9 K. The red dashed line is the behavior of the theoretical

formula given by Galaktionov and Zaikin10 with Tc ≈ 1.1 K and transparency T ≈ 0.5.
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8 Characteristic parameters of the Josephson-junction devices

Table S1: Relevant parameters of the reported Josephson-junction devices.

No. L (nm) w (µm) t (nm) Ic (nA) Ie (nA) RN (Ω) RI-V
N (Ω) IcRN (µV) IcR

I-V
N (µV) ∆ind (meV) eIcRN/∆ind eIcR

I-V
N /∆ind T

1 70 400 14 86 852 238 242 20.5 20.8 1.25 0.02 0.02 0.5

2 65 80 16 4 22 1770 1763 7.1 7.1 1.1 0.01 0.01 0.5

3 70 250 16 20 213 518 524 10.5 10.5 0.75 0.01 0.01 0.5

Figure S10: a,b,c, I-V characteristics of Junctions 1, 2, and 3, respectively, measured at

20 mK in 0 T. The red dashed line is a linear extrapolation of the high-bias region to Vdc =

0 V, used for the extraction of the excess current Ie and the normal-state resistance RI−V
N .

The lower inset in each panel shows a close-up of the main panel at very low Vdc, with the

red arrow indicating Ie and the black arrow indicating Ic. The upper inset in each panel

shows the differential conductance dI/dV as a function of Vdc; thin grey line shows the raw

data and the thick black line is a smoothed curve, with the black arrow indicating the upper

limit of 2∆ind/e.

The characteristic parameters of the three JJs reported in the main text are listed in
Table S1. L is the channel length of the JJ obtained from the SEM image, w is the width of
the TI part, t is its thickness, Ic is the critical current, and RN is the normal-state resistance
measured by applying a large dc current Idc � Ic.

Figure S10 shows the I-V curves measured on these three JJs. The excess current Ie
is identified from the I-V curve by measuring up to a high bias beyond Vdc = 2∆Nb/e,
where ∆Nb ≈ 1.3 meV is the superconducting gap of Nb. The linear part of the high-bias
I-V curve was extrapolated to Vdc = 0 and the intercept on the Idc axis gives Ie. R

I−V
N is

the inverse slope at high bias (i.e. Vdc > 2∆ind/e) region. In low transparency TI-based
JJs containing a series of interfaces S-S’-TI-S’-S, the induced gap ∆ind in S’ is the relevant
gap for the Andreev reflections at the S’/TI interface that affects the observed I-V curve,
and the upper limit of 2∆ind can be inferred from the plot of dI/dV vs Vdc as the energy
scale above which the dI/dV ceases to change with Vdc. In the upper inset of each panel in
Fig. S10, this energy scale is indicated by an arrow. The transparency T of the interface
governing the I-V curve can be estimated from the values of Ie, R

I−V
N , and ∆ind by using the
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Octavio-Tinkham-Blonder-Klapwijk (OBTK) theory,11,12 and this estimate gives a relatively
low transparency of T ≈ 0.5.

9 Shapiro-step data for Junction 1 at f = 3 GHz

In the main-text Figure 4, we showed the Shapiro-step data only for f = 2.25 and 4 Gz
for Junction 1 (w = 400 nm). Figure S11 shows the Shapiro-response of Junction 1 at f
= 3 GHz as a function of the rf power P and the bias voltage Vdc. The 1st Shapiro step is
partially observed at relatively high P .

Figure S11: a, Color mapping of dI/dV measured in Junction 1 on a TI ribbon with w =

400 nm under rf irradiation at frequency f = 3 GHz as a function of rf power P and applied

dc voltage Vdc at B = 0 T and T = 20 mK.
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